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Who Works With Inly
Businesses with established competitive advantages seeking new efficiencies and revenue streams

Leading global universities cultivating student innovation



Inly Conducts Workshops in Four Categories

1) General Design Thinking
a) Appealing to: Current and aspiring innovation leaders and gamechangers. Experience 

can range from veteran business leaders to high school students.
b) Emphasizes: How to discover, define, and solve a problem for a user group in a vertical.

2) Design Thinking for Entrepreneurial Success
a) Appealing to: Current and aspiring entrepreneurs or intrepreneurs, investors, managers 

of incubators/ accelerators, managers of creative work spaces.
b) Emphasizes: How to form, run, and grow a startup business.

3) Design Thinking for Innovation Leadership
a) Appealing to: Aspiring leaders of mission driven teams in a contemporary business 

context. Experience can range from veteran business leaders to high school students.
b) Emphasizes: Change and innovation management, thinking on your feet, case studies.

4) Design Thinking for Creative Confidence
a) Appealing to: Those looking to explore their creative sides on a more personal level.
b) Emphasizes: Creation and development of unique and personally meaningful projects.

Inly Conducts Workshops in Four Categories



Inly Design Thinking Workshop Process
1. You choose what kind of person will attend the workshop (students from 

your institution, faculty/staff from your institution, and/or open to public).
2. You choose the date and duration (2-5 days is recommended). The longer 

the workshop, the deeper the content and the stronger the learning.
3. You advertise the workshop. Inly will design and carry out the application 

screening process. We are happy to share the screening process with you. 
Screening helps to ensure the success of the workshop.

4. The workshops are much smoother with assistance from trained local 
facilitators. You advertise facilitator opportunities to your student body. Inly 
will screen facilitator applications, make the selections, and handle training.

5. You and Inly can work together to select the right venue for the workshop.
6. First time design thinking workshops follow a standard agenda, but you can 

choose from the list below which parts you would like to emphasize.



Innovation Science and Practice
Based on material from Executive Director of Stanford Technology Ventures Program Tina Seelig, Silicon Valley’s Y Combinator 
Startup Incubator, Stanford creativity professor Jonathan Bendor, and Bing Gordon of Electronic Arts / KPCB, among others, these 
modules teach participants how to lower the inhibitions blocking their creativity and how to direct that creativity as a tool to solve hard 
problems. This workshop promotes a specific definition of creativity and innovation developed from problem-solving research and 
offers several particular ways in which the skill can be applied to create and capture value: creativity is both an attitude and a skill, 
and everyone is capable of cultivating both. Innovation is the successful application of creativity, requiring effective creative 
management. These creativity exercises will help participants by enabling them to overcome challenges that non- creative thinking 
cannot overcome and by increasing their problem -solving efficiency. Participants will know how to recognize when creativity is being 
personally or socially stifled and will have the necessary skills to remove those inhibitions. 

8-20 hours

1. The power of effectively managed creativity
a. The working definitions of creativity and 

innovation
b. The reasons why creativity is becoming more 

essential in the contemporary world
2. The power of priming to reshape our operant conditioning

a. Group activities demonstrate how our thought 
processes are regulated by our experiences

b. Join in exercises we can use to overcome social 
barriers to creativity

  3.      The creative process mindset
a. How can being an expert hurt your creativity?
b. Case study with role play
c. The importance of being a first follower

  4.      From creativity to innovation
   a.      How do the best firms achieve innovation?
   b.      Checklist for imposing productivity on creativity
   c.      Creativity and innovation exercises

Module 1



Innovation Team Optimization
These modules are about appreciating and shaping team culture as well as navigating the challenges and benefits of diversity 
on the team. Two thirds of new innovation ventures dissolve because of internal conflict between team members. Research at 
Stanford Graduate School of Business has helped to shed light on why this happens, and a collection of best practices from 
across a variety of successful firms helps to circumvent and resolve teamwork issues. Channeling these insights, these 
modules will teach participants to build and sustain strong company culture through shared vision, open communication, and 
effective utilization of cognitive diversity.

1. Creating team culture (2-6 hours)
a. What culture is, and why it is so important today
b. How to select core values
c. How to influence culture with core values

2. Team formation to maximize productivity (2-6 hours)
a. How to interview candidates
b. Discovering potential for conflict
c. Assigning responsibility and ownership

3. The difference between productive and counterproductive conflict (2-4 hours)
a. How to categorize disagreement
b. Trusting assumptions (speed) versus relying on data (accuracy)

4. How to manage conflict (1-3 hours)
a. Stanford Business School method and quick case studies

2-8 hoursModule 2



Empathy Training for Problem Solving
2-15 hours

Relating to others and understanding their problems is the first major step in solving those problems, and it is also a common quality 
in successful leaders today. Empathy training teaches participants how to discover and categorize problems by extracting and 
analyzing data from their observations of others. This is a stalwart of Stanford's Design Thinking methodology, and it has been 
championed professionally with growing success around the world. These modules will provide the toolkit needed to discover another 
person’s true pain points. Participants will learn the framework for identifying their assumptions and those of their subjects, and they 
will be able to distinguish the root causes and the critical points of those problems. The material is based on content from Stanford 
Start X Accelerator, IBM’s Bluemix team, and from founders of IDEO and Stanford’s d.school. With a firm understanding of this part of 
the innovation process, leaders will be prepared to manage creative employees.

1. Why is an understanding of someone’s feelings crucial for successful innovation?
a. The link between feelings and consumer behavior
b. Case studies on user→ need→ insight 

2. Methods to read people’s emotions and deduce their feelings
a. How can you tell what a person is emoting?
b. What is the difference between their emotions and their feelings?

3. How to conduct a customer interview (hearing from a customer what they care about)
a. The details: Where to hold the interview, how to record, how to sit, how to pace your questions
b. The value in conflict and cognitive dissonance

4. How to conduct a stakeout (watching a customer interact with the issue)
a. The details: Where to stand, who to watch, how to take notes
b. The value in frustration and indecisiveness

Module 3



Empathic Notes for Stronger Memories

Whether we are reading a book or listening to a lecture, taking notes is an essential part of most contemporary lives. Having 
evolved as the only alternative means to relay information besides the spoken word, standard note taking retains a thoroughness 
and objectivity that researchers suggest can be made more efficient and productive. This workshop teaches a radically different 
form of note-taking effective in distilling meaning from content and creating stronger memories. Participants of this workshop will exit 
with a new skillset they can use to take more effective notes on diverse material. 

1. The context of modern information technology
a. Why we can afford to take different notes
b. The power of subjective memory

2. Connecting logic with our feelings
a. The human brain’s remarkable ability to fill in logical gaps
b. The lasting links between feelings and facts

3. Creating characters and stories to remember better
a. The link between imagination and memory
b. The power of agency in memory

1-6 hoursModule 4



Life Goals Empowerment
Contemporary life presents an unfathomable number of possible career pursuits. While success is hard to predict, those of us 
who are interested in what we do are far more likely to find it. That doesn’t mean we should simply chase after undisciplined 
short-term interests, however. Setting life goals creates natural conflict between discipline and desire, making the process 
unattractive, however important it may be. Decades of research from Stanford’s School of Education and cutting edge 
discoveries from neuroeconomics expert and Stanford Graduate School of Business professor Dr. Baba Shiv shows us that our 
strongest motivations are derived from specific goals aligning with our interests and personality types. This workshop builds from 
material in Stanford’s most popular class, “Designing Your Life,” to provide participants with a method to set realistic long-term 
goals, break them into immediate short-term goals, and adapt each appropriately to internal and external changes. 

1. The context of setting personal life goals
a. Why there is no objectively right answer for everyone
b. How contentment with our decisions leads to happiness

2. Self discovery
a. Exercises to clarify for us what subjects and activities we like most
b. Group activities to determine what general skills we are best at
c. Personality tests to reveal what kind of thinking we do in work contexts
d. Applied method to uncover what the world shows us is currently possible

3. The creation of specific and flexible goals
a. A method for synthesizing internal and external data to arrive at an ideal life goal
b. Three effective ways to break down long-term goals into medium- and short-term goals
c. A method for evaluating whether and how to adjust a long term goal to meet developing requirements

4-20 hours

● Feel increased enthusiasm about the hard 
things you have to work on in the short term

● Build natural and intuitive decision-making 
confidence

● Generate data to show your progress on 
your achievements

● Progress more rapidly toward your goals

Module 5



Accurately Defining Problems

uncertainty. Teams must agree on the scope in which the 
problem occurs, the stakeholders for whom the problem exists, 
and the specific repercussions that need to be prevented or 
reversed. Many skip this step or do not thoroughly engage in 
defining the problem, attempting instead to jump directly into 
solving it, leading to erroneous solutions causing unproductive 
team conflict, losses in revenue, upset client relations, and even 
organizational collapse. Based on Stanford’s design thinking 
method and supported by numerous evaluations of empirical 
research from successful teams around the world, these 
modules empower participants to organize data into robust, 
specific, and actionable problem statements that the whole 
team can agree upon.

2-12 hours

1. Organizing data
a. Topical categorization
b. Discerning the strongest pain/passion points
c. Synthesizing data through story creation

2. Topical Selection
a. Scaling points to determine the problem scope
b. Measuring problem urgency and importance in 

the team context
3. Assembling the problem statement

a. Splitting out tangential problems
b. The Stanford d.school Point of View Statement

Often the fundamental impediment to solving unprecedented problems is a lack of clarity in their definition. When designers, 
companies, entrepreneurs, or other teams encounter these challenges, they require a method reach consensus despite 

Module 6



The Process of Ideation

Ideation is the beloved free-form generation of numerous and often seemingly impractical ideas that is often visually associated with 
the design thinking method. Whereas anyone can try ideation as a tool to generate solution options, they may confront unforeseen 
challenges in an under-defined problem scenario or without employing the right mindset. These modules draw upon approaches used 
by Stanford’s d.school and by several leading Silicon Valley startup incubators and accelerators to provide context and clarity to the 
ideation process. Participants will leave the workshop knowing when the process should be used, how to bring the most productive 
attitude to ideation, as well as some specific formats in which ideation can take place.

1. When to ideate (0.5 hours)
2. The ideation attitude (1 hour)

a. How to emphasize quantity
b. How to remove judgment from the process
c. How to generate variety from other people’s ideas

3. Ideation formats (1-4 hours)
a. Arbitrary constraints
b. Spinoffs
c. Context-derived ideas
d. Wordless ideas
e. Inclusion of artificial intelligence
f. Relation to problem statement

3-8 hours

4. Ideation practice (0.5 - 3.5 hours)
a. Getting hands dirty
b. Overcoming blocks
c. When to stop
d. When to redefine problems

Module 7



Prototyping for Success

In the professional worlds of art, business, science, and engineering, the problems that are being solved and the circumstances in 
which teams work are increasingly novel, lacking precedents and associated best practices. Traditional research and planning often 
yields little predictive power for the team’s success, the main reason for the wide variability in the performance of new ventures and of 
the organizations backing them. The flexibility of a lean approach allows the group to test new ideas using the cutting edge method of 
Rapid Prototyping to maximize progress and minimize resource consumption. Developed from Google X, Intuit founder Scott Cook, 
and the Stanford Venture Studio, the workshop will teach this method and provide several compelling examples from the US market. 

2-8 hours

1. Rapid Prototyping methodology essentials
2. Resourcefulness priming exercise
3. Case study
4. Prototyping exercise
5. New venture simulation challenge
6. Sharing and conclusions

Module 8



2-24 hours

1. How to strategize your message (1 to 4 hours)
a. How to research your audience
b. How to clarify your intent
c. Defining yourself
d. Deciding key talking points

2. How to create presentation slides (1 to 4 hours)
a. Number of words
b. Size of font
c. What images to include

3. How to rehearse (1 to 8 hours)
a. What to memorize
b. Where to prepare
c. How to evaluate your preparation

4. How to present (1 to 8 hours)
a. Where to stand
b. How to move your body
c. Voice usage: Volume, Intonation, and Pace
d. How to take questions effectively

Effective communication of ideas is increasingly important in all 
professions. As practitioners needs to utilize creativity more in their 
work, they need to rely more on their ability to influence others in 
order for their ideas to see the light of day. Building this important 
skill exclusively through direct personal experience is possible, but 
it is time-consuming, and the resulting skillset is often incomplete 
and rife with unconscious error. Drawing on best practices from 
the business world, the American political arena, the Silicon Valley 
fundraising and startup scene, as well as from Stanford’s Graduate 
School of Business, these modules will teach participants how to 
communicate strategically in front of diverse audiences to win 
approval for their ideas as well as for themselves. 

Effective Presentation Skills
Module 9



Reformatting Your Environment
While people throughout much of human history have been designing physical space to promote certain kinds of thinking, a growing 
collection of scientific research is now clarifying the psychology underlying this process and allowing for the optimization of its impact. 
Due to the only recent emergence of design thinking, the best available methods for the preparation of physical space to promote 
innovation comes from those institutions and individuals who have experimented with design thinking since its inception. Based on 
content and practices from the Stanford d.school, Google Innovation and Creativity Program Director Frederik Pferdt, the Start X 
Accelerator Program, and leading investment firm T. Rowe Price, the workshop will explore ideal ways to prepare a space to influence 
the psychology of its users, including the arrangement of the furniture, the lighting intensity and source, the decorations on the walls, 
the ambient and deliberate sounds, and the culture of the interaction with objects inside the arrangement. Participants will learn and 
implement best practices for arranging physical environments to encourage new ideas and innovation or to encourage routine and 
discipline.

1. Why does our physical environment matter? (1-3 hours)
a. Lessons from academic research and perspective from world class designers
b. Interactive simulation and the challenge of subjectivity

2. What can we do with the space we are given? (2-4 hours)
a. How to make an environment yours
b. How to use a physical space to trick your own mind into increasing your productivity
c. Case studies: Google Garage and T. Rowe Price Hong Kong

3. Prototyping a space (2-6 hours)
a. Use basic materials to create a space of our own
b. Test the space on others to determine what impact it has on them

2-13 hoursModule 10



The design thinking method taught in these modules works best to solve 
wicked and human-centered problems. Wicked problems are problems 
that lack adequate best practices, for which a new solution method will 
need to be developed. Human-centered problems are those relying upon 
human acceptance or human adoption of the solutions. If you would like 
 workshop participants to focus their efforts on specific problems, results 
   will be best if those problems are wicked and human-centered.

A Few Notes About Design Thinking Workshops

Inly conducts its training in English. When conducting workshops in 
non-English speaking places, local facilitators are instrumental in 
helping to translate lecture material and exercise descriptions.

1

2

4

Successful design thinking requires an open mind, social and intellectual 
risk-tolerance, as well as a good deal of energy. Without a commitment to these 
things, it is better not to pursue design thinking workshops from Inly. 

3

Inly can create customized curricula across any combination of the four major areas of innovation focus: 
general design thinking, entrepreneurial success, innovation leadership, or creative confidence.
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Data from Consumer Databases
Pros: 

● Establishes demographics across many dimensions
● What implications it does provide are robust due to high quantity and factual nature
● Changes over time tell a story of direction of firm momentum and changing customer landscape

Cons:
● Lacks client experience stories
● Much of the data is no longer directly relevant

Data from Customer Reviews
Pros:

● Represents metric of interest to the firm
● Captures sentiment on an individual level

Cons:
● Lacks full client experience stories
● Often lacks clear connection between sentiment and content
● Much of the data is no longer directly relevant

Data from Direct Interviews
Pros:

● Is customer-directed, allowing follow-up discussion on initial insights
● Uncovers passion intensity and source

Cons:
● Takes time to create and organize
● Small sample size challenges general applicability of results

Data from Observations
Pros:

● Captures unfiltered customer experiences
● Direct and in-the-moment connection between stimulus and response

Cons:
● Takes serendipity and time to capture and organize
● Subject to misinterpretation

Scalability,
Concreteness

Actionability,
Subjectiveness

Example Handout



Inly was founded in 2014 based on Stanford d.school content and on firsthand guidance from leaders including:

● T. Rowe Price CEO James A.C. Kennedy
● Alphabet/Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt
● Bain and Company Senior Advisor Jim Claunch
● JetBlue Chairman Joel Peterson
● BlackRock Mutual Fund Chairman George Parker

● LinkedIn Cofounder Reid Hoffman
● Stanford d.school Director George Kimbel
● USA Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
● USA President's Science Advisor Dr. Neal Lane
● Ernst & Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year Jim Ellis

Many, especially scientists, have since 2014 contributed best practices and methodologies to help 
inspire Inly’s content. Inly practices and hones content through its global innovation consulting work.

Inly’s Background and Influences



Inly Director Alec Walker
Alec earned his MBA with a design thinking focus at Stanford 

University, with the great privilege to study under a number of 
influential thought leaders. Alec founded Inly to champion the 
empirical research and major lessons garnered from Silicon Valley 
entrepreneurial and corporate innovation. Inly has engaged in 
consulting projects and run workshops for organizations globally.

Alec holds a BS in chemical and biomolecular engineering 
and a BA in Asian studies from Rice University and pursued 
additional studies in psychology and creativity at Hampshire College. 
Alec spent time with a variety of scientific research teams on topics 
including cyclical reaction theory (Rice University, USA), electron 
orbital measurement (National University of Singapore), ionic liquid 
characterization (University of California Berkeley, USA), 
bacteriophage development (Rice University, USA), quantum 
computing (Keio University, Japan), and selective polymorphic 
precipitation (Houston, Texas). Alec ran outreach and event 
coordinating for the first Scientific Collaborations Across Borders 
conference under White House Chief Science Advisor Dr. Neil Lane 
at the Baker Institute for Public Policy, and he co-chairs the Digital 
Transformation Study Group in the 156,000+ member organization 
the Society of Petroleum Engineers. 

Alec has served as an engineering advisor for leading private brokerage firm CLSA Asia Pacific Markets. He also worked at Royal 
Dutch Shell as a catalyst engineer and technical services focal point for low emissions oil refining, as a product manager for internal software 
development, and as technical input synthesizer for development of several hundred million US dollars worth of Shell onshore gas assets. He 
is CEO of natural language processing firm DelfinSia, Inc. helping industrials convert unstructured data to structured data to enable analytics.
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